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HAVING been given freedom of choice—an important free-
dom which those who are interested in other freedoms

sometimes neglect—I have decided to talk with you tonight
about money management and credit control. This is not an
easy subject for popular presentation, but it is the most
important subject which confronts me as a central banker and,
in these critical days, I feel that I would not be justified in
taking up your time with lesser matters. Before I embark on
this discussion, however, I should make two statements and
one confession.

My first statement is that while my talk must include obser-
vations on the management of the public debt, I cannot and do
not speak for the Secretary of the Treasury. He speaks for him-
self. My second statement is that I cannot and do not speak for
the Federal Reserve System. The Federal Reserve System as
created by the Congress of the United States is, in fact, a
federal system. There is the Board of Governors at Washing-
ton having broad powers of policy-making, supervision, and
coordination. There is the Federal Open Market Committee
composed of the members of the Board of Governors and
representatives of the Federal Reserve Banks, which has
specific authority over the open market operations of the
banks. There are the twelve Federal Reserve Banks and their
boards of directors, which have been given certain statutory
powers and which have certain powers of advice and counsel
growing out of those statutory powers. This is a Federal
system; it is at one and the same time national and regional;
some powers have been given to the central agency, some to
the constituent parts, some to a combination of the two, and
some have been reserved, as usual, to the people, includ-
ing the Federal Advisory Council. I cannot speak for such a
system; certainly not with regard to the future. I can try to
interpret policy once it has been fixed by the appropriate
body within the System but, if I go beyond that, I am merely
giving you my personal views. I can only speak as one individ-
ual who participates in the work of the System.

My confession is that I do not relish these speaking jobs and
like to avoid them when I can do so without dodging my
responsibilities. Central bankers have long been known as

members of the silent service. We have preferred, traditionally,
to let our acts speak for us and not try to explain them. This
approach has its advantages—many of our actions are difficult
to explain. It also has its disadvantages, the chief one perhaps
being that in a country such as ours you are likely to go out
of business if you do not explain what you are doing in the
public domain. At any rate, I followed tradition in May and
resisted the blandishments of the program chairman for your
annual meeting, only to be caught in December by your per-
suasive President.

I embark on this discussion of money management and
credit control with some hesitation. I am not unmindful of the
fact that there was an election recently, and the voters seemed
to express impatience with controls of various kinds which they
had borne with varying degrees of resignation during the war.
But money management or credit control is not a war baby;
it is the product of many years of growth and development;
at least since the establishment of the Federal Reserve System
in 1914. It was made necessary by the key position which
money and credit occupy in our democratic society and our
capitalistic economy. And, by the same token, the powers of
money management and credit control must be so limited and
so administered as not to hamper that society; not to destroy
that economy.

Our primary job is the overall credit administration of the
country, and our objective must be to make credit policy serve
the demands of sustained high production, high income, and
high employment, while preserving public faith in our currency
and our credit. We have long since learned, of course, that
credit policy is not the sole determinant of economic health
or sickness. The high hopes of a specific treatment of our
economic ills, which concentrated on central bank operations
in the '20s, and which tended to center around fiscal policies in
the 30s, have been disappointed in the past, and, I believe,
will be disappointed in the future. An integration of all of our
various economic programs is necessary and then, if we are to
avoid totalitarianism, or State capitalism, or State socialism,
we have to relate these programs to the social habits and
individual desires of millions of human beings without too
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detailed compulsions. It is an intricate, complicated, difficult
task. It suggests that humility should be combined with hope
if we, in the Federal Reserve System, are to play our part well.

I believe that over the past thirty years the Federal Reserve
System has acquired the experience which should enable it to
acquit itself decently. And I anchor that belief in the unique
Federal character of our System. It has been said, in the past,
that the only way to insure the proper participation of the
Federal Reserve System in any reordering of our financial
affairs, is to deprive the System of all taint of private participa-
tion. The Government, so the argument runs, would be willing
to place full reliance in the System's existing powers, or to
grant it new powers, only if every vestige of private participa-
tion in its management were removed. I know that this is
what is happening to central banks in other countries, and
that it appears to be a growing political philosophy abroad. But
so far as we are concerned it seems to me to be a misreading
of the longer term future and a miscalculation of the policy
which will best serve us now. Rather than seek powers by try-
ing to make the Federal Reserve System just another Govern-
ment agency, we should be able to claim powers because we are
a successful working example of Government functioning in
the economic field, with the aid and support of private busi-
ness. Our experience in Government-business cooperation—
Government having the dominant voice as it should have in
the field of monetary and credit policy—may be a signpost
along the way to solution of one of the major economic prob-
lems of the postwar years: the relation between Government
and business in our whole economy.

What are these powers I am talking about which the Federal
Reserve System tries to exercise? In laymen's language, and
we are all pretty much laymen in this field, they are the powers
of "money management". That is a term which is likely to
arouse the sensibilities of all those who deny any interference
with what they call "natural economic laws". And "natural
economic law" in this case usually is thought of, if only vaguely,
in terms of restoration of an automatic gold standard—nation-
ally and internationally.

Nationally, I make the assumption that the gold standard,
in terms of a currency freely convertible into gold, has dis-
appeared and is not likely to return. This I do, not because I
am fearful of what might happen if we resumed specie pay-
ment, but because I fail to see the advantage of such resump-
tion. There is no lack of faith in our currency or our credit
without domestic gold convertibility, and the restraints of such
convertibility are not needed to insure wise administration
of our monetary affairs. In fact, if reimposed, they would not
guarantee such wisdom. This has been amply demonstrated
in the past. Restoration of gold circulation within the coun-
try would seem to me to be a step backward in the historical
evolution of "money".

Internationally, the gold standard still persists and performs
a useful function, but it is not automatic. And in so far as it

ever was automatic, it was at a particular time and in a particu-
lar set of economic circumstances. Except in its earliest and
most rudimentary form it was a gold standard applicable to the
time and circumstance of England's 19th century position in
the world. It rapidly became more of a sterling standard than
a gold standard, and it flourished with London as the acknowl-
edged financial center of the world, with Great Britain as the
great exporter of capital and the great importer of raw mater-
ials, and with the rest of the trading world largely revolving
about the center. In essence it was an adjustment between one
economy and the rest of the world.

Quite early, and more clearly as it became necessary to cope
with simultaneous efforts of many nations to adjust their
economies during cyclical depressions, elements of manage-
ment crept into the gold standard even while it was still re-
ferred to as and considered to be automatic. Central banks
became more and more aware of their powers and responsi-
bilities. They said that they were working on the lender of
last resort theory, but this in itself interfered with the auto-
matic working of the gold standard. And they went beyond
this conception because events forced them to do so. Perhaps
the most striking example of this transformation was the recog-
nition, during the interwar period of the present century, that
movements of capital might be perverse—that instead of re-
dressing international balances they might accentuate unbal-
ance. This did not conform with gold standard theory—but
the "hot money" of the years between the wars did not respond
to theory; it responded to speculative urges and political fears.

Certainly since the end of the first World War we have had
more and more management of money in the international
sense, even though a return to the gold standard was one of the
early goals of that period. The central banks of the world,
under the leadership of the Bank of England and the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, were in the ascendant during the
decade following that war, and they were the accepted instru-
ments of money management internationally. They still had
respect for the gold standard, but they thought it necessary
and desirable to supplement its working. Sometimes they
acted to alleviate seasonal strains, or temporary shortages of
foreign exchange on the part of one or another of the coun-
tries of the world. Sometimes they acted to accelerate the
effects of an inflow or an outflow of gold, which was relatively
easy because of the multiplied effect of the fractional reserve
system.

Obviously they failed to restore either the pre-1914 gold
standard or international monetary stability. But we should
not be too hasty in attributing that failure to men or to the
semi-private character of the institutions they served. They
were pioneers, and gallant and courageous pioneers, in the
development of common international economic policy through
consultation and cooperation. They were the legitimate fore-
runners of world organizations such as the International
Monetary Fund; and that institution, which is now beginning
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to function, will do well to profit by their experience. Their
failures were not so much failures of men and institutions—
they were failures resulting from the tendency we have to place
too much emphasis on financial arrangements, not enough on
underlying economic conditions and the individual problems
of particular countries. A world organization run solely and
directly by national governments will not solve the problem
any better than did the semi-public central banks, if the
problem itself is misconceived.

That is why the successful outcome of the negotiations on
trade and economic arrangements which have recently been the
subject of preparatory meetings in London, and which will be
continued during the coming year, is so important, so essential,
to the success of the international financial organisms already
created. International monetary instability, and currency deval-
uations, and exchange controls have been, most often, the
reflection of basic disturbances in a country's international
position, or of international cyclical movements of wide ampli-
tude. Statesmen and economists could condemn currency
devaluation or exchange controls, as they condemned war, but
these phenomena still persisted. It doesn't do much good to tell
a primary producing country, of small means, which has suf-
fered two or three bad harvests, or which has had its exports
drastically contracted because of depression in a major indus-
trial country, that it must avoid exchange control or currency
devaluation because that would not be "cricket"— would not
be "gold standard".

It is true, of course, that there has also been a shift of
emphasis in "money management" from the maintenance of
international exchange stability to the maintenance of domes-
tic economic stability. Monetary policies are coming to be less
and less defined with reference to the state of the national gold
reserves and the international balance of payments, and more
and more in terms of domestic economic stability. It is the
difficulty of reconciling domestic stability and prosperity with
international balance which is the core of the exchange prob-
lem today—the one which the International Monetary Fund
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment are setting out to help to solve. It means a considerable
degree of management of money internationally. But it also
requires a recognition of the fact that the problem, funda-
mentally, is not financial—it is a problem of production and
trade, of costs and prices, and of the maintenance of a stable,
growing economy in the principal countries of the world.

What we need to retain from the gold standard days, whether
pure and automatic, or adulterated and only semi-automatic,
is a realization that we cannot escape wholly from the dis-
ciplines which the international gold standard imposed on
domestic action. Persistent unsound national policies in the
fiscal and monetary field, persistent deficits in a country's cur-
rent balance of payments, will end up in international insta-
bility no matter how much management you have. As in many
other situations, the late English economist, John Maynard

Keynes, has said it, has said it well, and has said it, perhaps,
to the confusion of some of those young disciples, who followed
but could not always correctly interpret the master; who have
not been as agile of mind and as free to shift their position as
he was. In his last essay which discussed the United States
proposals for consideration by the International Conference
on Trade and Employment, Lord Keynes said:

". . . We have here sincere and thoroughgoing pro-
posals, advanced on behalf of the United States, expressly
directed towards creating a system which allows the classical
medicine to do its work. It shows how much modernist
stuff, gone wrong and turned sour and silly, is circulating in
our system, also incongruously mixed, it seems, with age-old
poisons, that we should have given so doubtful a welcome
to this magnificent, objective approach which a few years
ago we should have regarded as offering incredible promise
of a better scheme of things.

"I must not be misunderstood. I do not suppose that the
classical medicine will work by itself or that we can depend
on it. We need quicker and less painful aids of which ex-
change variation and overall import control are the most
important. But in the long run these expedients will work
better and we shall need them less, if the classical medicine
is also at work. And if we reject the medicine from our sys-
tems altogether, we may just drift on from expedient to ex-
pedient and never get really fit again . . ."

Nationally or domestically, I think most of us will agree
that the question of "money management" was thoroughly
studied and calmly decided by the review of our national
experience, the examination of the experience of other coun-
tries, and the investigations of our existing banking and credit
system which preceded the adoption of the Federal Reserve Act
in 1913. How successful we have been in the administration
of the Act, and of the various amendments which have been
adopted, particularly the Banking Acts of 1933 and 1935, may
well be a matter of some difference of opinion. But I know of
no serious body of opinion which seeks to abandon money
management, as it has developed over the past thirty years.
The Federal Reserve System has made a place for itself, as a
part of our banking and credit machinery, and has fortified
its position by performing services which could not have been
otherwise rendered during two struggles for our national
existence.

The principal new problem which now faces us in the suc-
cessful management of money grows out of our participation
in World War II. It has been created by the tremendous in-
crease in the size of the Federal debt and by the extent to which
public debt obligations have become a part of our banking
and institutional assets. On the one side this has emphasized
the relative importance of fiscal policy and debt management,
as contrasted with monetary policy, as a means of economic
control, and on the other side it has greatly reduced the area
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in which monetary policy is free to work or can work effec-
tively.

The cost and the availability of credit were the twin weapons
of domestic money management as practiced by central banks.
In my opinion, substantial changes in interest rates, affecting all
maturities, such as were formerly employed for purposes of
monetary control, are now impractical. I deem them imprac-
tical because of their effect on the prices of public debt obliga-
tions, and therefore on all those holding such obligations, and
their effect on the cost of public debt service. At the same time
control over the availability of credit has been substantially
relinquished, for the time being, by obligations or responsi-
bilities which have been assumed in support of the Govern-
ment security market.

At the beginning of the recent World War it was decided
that our expenditures for war purposes should be financed at
stable, not rising, rates of interest such as the pressing needs of
previous wars had produced. To make this decision effective,
a pattern of rates for Government securities was established,
with Federal Reserve support. The almost inevitable conse-
quence of the fixing of this pattern, which meant supplying the
commercial banks with whatever funds were necessary to main-
tain the pattern, was pretty constant pressure on the longer
term rates. Actually, therefore, the war was financed not at
stable rates of interest, but at declining rates. We came out of
the war with short-term rates still pegged where they were
when we went in, but with the longer term rates under steady
downward pressure. So long as differences in maturity, and
the risks which longer maturities are supposed to involve, are
deprived of their significance, the tendency of interest rates
is to come together at one figure for all maturities. If the short
end of the rate curve is fixed, that means that the long end will
tend to decline. So much for loss of control over the cost of
credit.

Similarly with the control of the availability of credit. In
its simplest terms, our support of the Government security
market has meant and still means that the commercial banks,
in large part, have the initiative in determining whether or not
reserve bank credit is to be created or extinguished. If the
commercial banks sell Government securities and the market
will not absorb them at somewhere near the going prices, we
are the residual buyers. If the commercial banks have surplus
funds, and Government securities of the kinds they want are
not available in the market, at least without a substantial run-
up of prices, we are the ultimate sellers. In either case we are
not the masters in our own house.

One way out of the dilemma—the loss of control over the
cost and availability of credit—would be to transfer our interest
and our affections from quantitative credit controls to qualita-
tive credit controls. We have two such now, the control of
credit used in the stock market and the control of consumer
credit. Our experience with these controls has not been alto-
gether happy, but it is my opinion that they are worth continu-

ing—that we need them, at least until something better has
been devised. Our economy is peculiarly susceptible to the
influence of wide swings in the use of credit in the stock mar-
ket and in the mass distribution of consumers' durable goods.
These swings have tended to accentuate our booms and our
depressions, and in so far as they can be moderated by credit
controls, it is a contribution to stability. The administration
of these controls is possible without interfering too greatly
with that independence of decision which will permit individ-
uals and business enterprises to adapt their practices to the
needs of a dynamic expanding economy. When you think of
extending such controls into other fields, however—and this
would be necessary if qualitative controls are entirely to sup-
plant quantitative controls—you find yourself wandering peril-
ously far from the kind of private enterprise economy we are
trying to preserve. I think we must still try to see what we can
do with quantitative controls.

In current thinking the quantitative approach has had at
least two expressions. The Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System in its 1945 annual report to the Congress sug-
gested that the present powers of the Federal Reserve System,
granted in very different circumstances, are inadequate to deal
with present or possible future situations, and that we shall
have to have new powers if we are to be held responsible for
credit control—for "money management". The Board sug-
gested that consideration might be given (1) to requiring
banks to maintain a secondary reserve in the form of Treasury
bills and certificates of indebtedness, which would be super-
imposed on our present cash reserve system, (2) to the control
of long-term security investments of commercial banks, and
(3) to an increased authority to change cash or primary reserve
requirements of banks. I am not going to try to explain,
analyze or discuss these proposals. Information concerning
them has been sent to you and their discussion could form the
content of one or more separate speeches. I can only say that
I think they have little relevance as far as meeting present
problems is concerned. I do not believe we can expect Con-
gressional consideration of and action upon such fundamental
changes in our banking system in the near term future.

It has seemed profitable to me, therefore, to concentrate on
what we might do with our present powers and our present
skill, combining our resources of power and skill with those
which the Treasury uses in managing the public debt. Money
management and debt management, as distinguished from fiscal
policy which depends largely on Congressional action, are
today's Siamese twins of effective and usable power and influ-
ence in the hands of those who have executive authority and
responsibility. I think that it is possible to do something with
them as they stand. What we do need not be spectacular nor
drastic. It has not been sufficiently recognized, perhaps, that
the very size of the public debt and of the bank holdings of the
public debt have made the money market much more sensitive
to relatively modest action than was formerly the case. The fact
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is, of course, that we have been using the modest approach in
debt and money management—elimination of the preferential
discount rate, retirement of Government debt out of Treasury
balances, increases in acceptance buying rates—and that so far
this approach has been measurably effective in the economic
situation in which it has been used. Aggressive bank bidding
for longer term Government bonds has been diminished, at
least temporarily, the pressure on longer term rates of interest
has been reduced, the banks have been in intermittent need
of reserve funds, and some short-term rates of interest have
risen slightly.

It is true that this is weak medicine in terms of combating
inflation—it has done little to reduce the volume of funds
already created and in the hands of the public, and nothing to
increase the supply of goods and services available to the public.
I have heard of no practical program of credit control which
would accomplish these purposes. So far as inflation is con-
cerned, ours is essentially a holding operation.

There is only one final and compelling and satisfying answer
to the present lack of balance between the supply of goods and
services and the supply of money, and to the present danger of
our climbing another loop in the cost-price spiral. That is an
increased supply of goods and services growing out of increased
production per man hour—out of increased efficiency of men
and machines. That is the only way we can validate the in-
creases in costs which have already taken place in our economic
structure. That is the only way we can prevent a further in-
crease in prices, or bring about a decline in prices, without the
hardship and suffering of depression and unemployment. Re-
sponsible management must know that this is the problem;
that putting into effect a price increase to meet every wage
increase is no real solution. Responsible labor must recognize
that its own interests, as well as the interests of the whole com-
munity—our standard of living—are bound up in the same
package with output per man hour. Recognition must lead to
action, however, or little will be accomplished. And action will
require consideration of our incentives to investment and to
work, and of the penalties for slackness in production, whether
of management or labor. Without adequate incentives for su-
perior performance and without observable penalties for infer-
ior performance, it is flying in the face of human experience
to expect increased production per man hour.

Unfortunately, the whole world will be affected if we ride
the roller coaster of boom and bust. We shall not be the only
ones to suffer for our sins. America's national income repre-
sents perhaps two-fifths of the world's total income. It is cer-
tainly the most dynamic and significant factor in the world
economy. If we exhibit a lack of responsibility in our domestic
economic affairs, we shall betray a world which is looking to
us for leadership, and which depends on us, in large part, for
its own stability. Those who are concerned with the direction
of American business and American labor need to ponder this,
not only because of its economic implications but because of

its international political implications. If we are to lead the
world toward enduring peace, we cannot afford to dissipate our
influence and weaken our world neighbors by economic irre-
sponsibility. No one who lives, as we all do, in the shadow
of the atomic bomb, should forget that fact for one instant.

This partial digression should make clear, I think, that I
attribute to money management only a very secondary role in
meeting the major problems of today. It is important, how-
ever, that it be free to work in the right direction. That is
the significance of what might be called the next step in the
modest approach to restoring credit control—breaking out of
the strait-jacket of the pattern of rates, in which we voluntarily
allowed ourselves to be tied and fastened during the war. By
that I mean, specifically, the defrosting of the presently frozen
short-term rates on Government securities. I do not suggest
this as an urgent matter of the moment; other actions and
other factors have given us and are giving us time to consider
the problem. And I recognize that the benefits of such a move
are not certain; there are few certainties in credit administra-
tion. But it seems to me that if we are again to have a credit
policy worthy of the name, and if we are to be able to support
and supplement a constructive policy of debt management, we
must sooner or later get out of the strait-jacket of the pattern
of rates. We cannot indefinitely leave with 14,000 commercial
banks the determination of how much Federal Reserve credit
will be used; how much further the money supply may be
expanded. And it makes little difference, in terms of the
money supply, whether the action of the banks is motivated
by a desire to shift from short to long Government securities,
as was the case early this year, or whether it represents a shift
from Government securities to private credits, as has been the
case more recently.

I do not mean, of course, that so long as anything like the
present situation exists, we should abandon the short-term
market to its own devices. And I do not mean that we should
relax our controls so far as to breach the 2 1/2 per cent rate on
long-term Government securities. The former is not necessary
and the latter is not desirable. But it is necessary and it is
desirable that we regain a position in which we shall be able
to apply the brakes to credit expansion when inflation
threatens, even if we can only apply them ever so gently.
That is why we should look forward to restoring some flexi-
bility to the interest rate structure. It can be argued that
flexibility of interest rates in a supported market merely means
changing the peg. But surely there is a vast difference be-
tween supporting a market at your own discretion, at rates
which can move up or down, and supporting a market at fixed
rates which you have announced in advance your determina-
tion to maintain. In the former case, all the advantages of
initiative and uncertainty will be working to make policy
effective. In the latter case, betting against the house is a
sure thing. If it is not known in advance exactly what we
are going to do, we may well find that very little pressure will
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have sizable and beneficial results. If reserve funds can be
made a little less readily available, and the certainty as to their
future availability in any amount at a fixed price, can be
removed, banks as lenders may be deterred from inflationary
lending, such as lending to finance excessive inventory accumu-
lation or consumer spending. And banks as investors may be
deterred from reaching out for the longer term bank eligible
bonds if the safety of premiums is no longer guaranteed.

Nor should there be any reason for Treasury concern, if
short-term rates are unfrozen. The Treasury would still be
able to sell its short-term securities for refunding purposes just
as it does now. Banks and other investors would hardly prefer
to hold idle funds, from month to month, in anticipation of a
minor change in rates which might not be forthcoming. The
market for intermediate securities would be subject to greater
uncertainty and therefore less attractive, especially to banks,
but the Treasury's long-term market need not be affected.
Historically, there is no fixed relationship between long and
short rates, and certainly so long as the Federal Reserve System
gives its support, the long-term rate can be kept where it is.
Downward pressure on the long rate would be relieved, but
upward pressure, if it developed, could be successfully resisted.
Finally, the cost of servicing the debt need not be increased by
a rise in the shortest term rates. It has been estimated that
the annual interest charge on the $65 billion of marketable
Government securities maturing or callable before the end of
1950, excluding bills, is about $1 billion, or 1 1/2 per cent. If
all of these securities were refunded with an average rate less
than 1 1/2 per cent, there would be a reduction in the annual
service cost. Inasmuch as the major part of these short secur-
ities are held by the banks, or will be when they mature, this
is not an impossible program! Refundings of Government
securities within the banking system could well be made with
shorter maturities and at lower rates than during the war—we
do not need to finance through the banks with 2% bonds.

Such a program, of course, would seem to be the reverse of
funding some of the debt but, in present circumstances, the
only funding of debt which has real meaning is the sale of
securities to non-bank investors, and retirement of bank-held
debt with the proceeds. That could still be accomplished, so
long as it is economically desirable, by stepping up sales of
Savings Bonds faster and further, and by sales of long-term
2 1/2 per cent bonds—with rollover removed—to institutional
investors. This is the kind of debt management which really
increases the cost of servicing the debt, but what you get is
worth what you pay for it.

Such a modest approach to money management would have
to lean on and to support a complementary program of debt
management, just as it has in the recent past. Since early this
year the Treasury policy of using surplus balances to retire
outstanding debt, held largely by the Federal Reserve Banks
and the commercial banks, has subjected the reserve position

of member banks to moderate pressure at frequent intervals.
This has been the result of Treasury withdrawals of funds from
its war loan account at the banks, to redeem securities matur-
ing in the portfolios of the Federal Reserve Banks. Reserve
funds were temporarily taken out of the market and this
limited, to some extent, the ability or the inclination of banks
to expand their loans and investments, at least in the fringe
areas of credit. The program also directly disposed of $23
billion of Treasury deposits which, if spent for other purposes,
would have increased by that amount the already large supply
of money in the hands of the public.

This phase of the debt retirement program will come to an
end this month. With the redemption of $3,261 million of
Treasury notes maturing on December 15, Treasury balances
in war loan account growing out of the tremendous sale of
Government securities in the Victory Loan Drive a year ago
will have been largely eliminated. Hereafter, reduction in the
total Federal debt will depend primarily upon an excess of
current income over cash disbursements. While the effect of
debt retirement thus far has been mildly anti-inflationary,
further redemptions of bank-held securities, if financed by an
excess of tax receipts over Government disbursements, will
be actively deflationary. Money will be taken from individuals
and corporations and used to extinguish bank credit, thus
reversing the wartime process of credit creation.

A similar effect can be obtained by net sales of Government
securities to non-bank investors, the proceeds being used to
pay off bank-held debt. Such shifts of securities from bank
to non-bank investors would also extinguish bank credit, and
in addition would provide an outlet for accumulations of funds
which otherwise would have to seek employment elsewhere,
quite possibly with inflationary effects. So long as inflation,
or the threat of inflation, is our adversary, this aspect of
increased sales of Savings Bonds to individuals, and possible
sales of long-term restricted bonds to institutional investors,
should not be overlooked. If we should enter a deflationary
period, of course, a reversal of these public debt operations
would probably be appropriate and quite readily attainable.
Debt management as well as Federal Reserve policy must be
responsive to changing economic conditions.

Right now, faced with a violent resurgence of labor troubles,
we can do no more than stand fast. Nevertheless, problems
of money management and debt management should have our
consideration as we enter a new phase in our financial affairs.
I have outlined a modest approach to the restoration of credit
control. There is opposition to, disbelief in, and timidity with
respect to this modest approach, but it seems to me it may be
the best approach available to us in the circumstances in which
we find ourselves. For the longer term we may need new
methods or new powers. I am only concerned that we do not
get into the habit of seeking "just one more power" until we
have powers beyond our wisdom and our skills.
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